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Chapter 321  

Licking the dog and making power, Susan’s father and daughter were killed.  

A Twitter user named “Don’t change your name if you don’t lose 20 catties” posted a photo a few days a

go.  

Inside is a photo of Susan’s family and Hedy’s family eating together in  

a restaurant.  

She said excitedly,  

“I ran into Ye Goddess Hedy by chance, but unfortunately it seems to be a family gathering, so it’s not co

nvenient to go and strike up a conversation on QAQ.”  

She doesn’t have many fans on Twitter, and there are very few comments. The photos have been poste

d for a few days, but there are not many likes.  

After “Soul of the Dance” was released, the number of retweets and comments increased.  

“Good guy, it turns out that Hedy and Susan have known each other for a long time!”  

“Susan is the light of Los Angeles Dance, and Selena is the light of East Dance. They were competitors in 

many competitions before!”  

So, in order to help Susan, Hedy deliberately used Privilege eliminated Selena ?”  

“Fuck, this is disgusting!”  

“Hedy either doesn’t understand folk dances, or deliberately messes with Selena, choose one!”  

Hedy’s black fans bear the brunt of it, leading passersby without knowing it to belittle.  

The real fans were upset and went off one after another,  

“When you see a photo, you say that Hedy is a privilege, why are you so awesome?!!.  

“Choose another one? It seems that the title of Dr. Hedy L should be given to you.”  

“The heart is dirty, so everything is dirty.”  

“I believe in Hedy ‘s character, she will not do such a thing!”  

There are more and more debates on the Internet. The students of  

Selena’s alma mater “Oriental Dance School” are not idle either.  

They directly posted Hedy on Twitter, posting,  

“We believe that Ms. Ellis will not engage in privileged relationships for Susan, but please Ms. Ellis give u

s a reasonable explanation. Why  



is  

Selena’s most proud work “Looking for” “God“, you don’t give me any points! What kind of taboo did  

Selena commit!” Selena herself also publicly posted on Twitter when the incident was at its hottest, with

 a lot of photos about books, saying that she had checked a few books.  

[ Selena ], @Hedy, I have searched through the information these days, and I don’t know what taboo I h

ave committed. Please, Ms. Ellis, show  

me the way, and let me correct it if I know it!  

Hedy’s black fans, passers–

by watching the theater, students of Selena ‘s alma mater, and a small number of Selena’s fans all left m

essages at the bottom of the queue.  

“@Hedy, please Ms. Ellis point out the way!”  

– Hedy  

‘s “zero score“.  

to Selena, because it is too “outrageous“, it is of course on the hot search. Normally, Hedy should respon

d.  

Unexpectedly, before Hedy came out, the producer of the “Soul of Dance” variety show came out first.  

[ Wind ], I am the producer of “Soul of Dance“, and I would like to say a few words about hot searches.  

Today’s young people are 

really too arrogant. If they can’t find a problem, they just think it’s someone else’s fault.  

I swear by my personality as a producer, Ms. Ellis‘ rating is fair and fair, she also knows folk dance very w

ell, I saw her dance with my own  

eyes!  

@ Selena, I hope Ms. can calm down, read more books, and complete her trials 

on the road to success as soon as possible!  

A producer personally vouched for Hedy with his personality, and even saw it “with his own eyes“.  

Public opinion turned around in an instant.  

By the time Hedy took the time to look at Twitter on her mobile phone,  

her messages and private messages were already filled with rainbow farts.  

“1  

Hedy is so good, he can even dance folk dances!”  

“I’m so envious of the producer of Soul of Dance, I’ve seen Hedy dance folk dances.”  

11  



Can Hedy dance for us too!”  

“I just knew Hedy didn’t mess with the ratings, the black fans next door are really annoying, so when will

  

Hedy dance the folk dance/dog head” Hedy, “?”  

When did the producer of “Soul of Dance” see her dance the folk dance?  

What happened?  

With doubts, Hedy looked at the relevant incidents and twitched the corner of his mouth.  

As smart as she is, she naturally understands why the producer took the initiative to “lie“.  

Worth mentioning.  

A producer came forward to save her from explaining.  

Hedy’s side is calm.  

Selena was so angry that she couldn’t eat anymore, and yelled, “Idiot producer!”  

Hedy can’t understand folk dance!  

The producer was talking nonsense with his eyes open, because he  

knew that there was a Preston behind Hedy!  

damn it!  

The debate gradually died down.  

The recording of the second issue of “Soul of Dance” started.  

On the day of the recording, the fourth referee Robot came late again.  

This time, he was an hour late.  

The person in charge was a little angry, but he didn’t give the person a look, swaggered, and left with his

 makeup artist.  

It’s not easy for a female translator to earn some money, and she doesn’t want the 

program team to turn against  

Robot, so she mediates, “I’m sorry, Mr. Robot was not feeling well yesterday, so I’m late today.”  

Hearing that she was sick, the person in charge calmed down and didn’t pursue it.  

Half an hour later, the program officially started recording. This time,  

Susan wore a red dress and danced a classical dance, which amazed the audience.  

Hedy gave the highest score, and referee No. 2 and No. 3 gave nine points–

they couldn’t fully understand the history and culture of other  



countries.  

Robot is still the same.  

The dancers of USA all have low scores and are too lazy to comment, and the dancers of M country all h

ave high scores and praise to the  

sky.  

Over time, the audience also saw Robot ‘s eccentricity, and they were extremely displeased with this for

eign referee.  

But no matter how disliked, he could only endure his existence.  

The program is recorded one by one.  

The dancers are eliminated one by one.  

The surviving dancer on the USA side is Susan, and the surviving dancer on the M country side is Manida.

  

The two women will decide the final winner in the next issue.  

USA and country M will also determine the final winner.  

Although everyone said “friendship first, competition second“.  

Behind their backs, they all shouted, “Damn it, show off our country’s prestige“!  

-The recording ended. Preston picked up Hedy and had dinner with  

his grandma, General King, who was still in Detroit.  

After this meal, Preston will return with the two old men.  

During the dinner, the amiable grandma touched Hedy’s hand and asked,  

“Daughter–in–law, when do you and Preston plan to have a child?”  

This time, she accompanied the general and visited several comrades- in–arms.  

Those comrades–in–arms have great–grandchildren, and they are very  

envious.  

Hedy and Preston looked at each other, they didn’t expect the elders to ask this question.  

“Grandma, Hedy is still studying, wait until she graduates from college.” Preston answered first, with a lo

w voice.  

There is one thing about Hedy that he doesn’t know, and she can’t say.  

She has been working tirelessly on this matter.  

Before this matter is over, she is not suitable for having a child, it is too dangerous.  



Therefore, he has been taking contraceptive measures.  

General King said, “It doesn’t matter if you study. The granddaughter- in–law of the Yang family 

will leave her students in her sophomore year. If you want, you can have them earlier.” They really want 

to hug their great–grandchildren  

But they respect Hedy and Preston more.  

“Grandpa and grandma, I still have important things to do, and I plan to wait until this is done before ha

ving a child.” Hedy said in a low  

voice.  

Preston raised an eyebrow.  

The two wanted to go together.  

“Okay.” Grandma smiled.  

After dinner, Preston left with the two old people.  

Hedy returns to the hotel alone.  

Suddenly, she heard a cry.  

“Help! Don’t hit me, don’t hit my father!”  

It was Susan’s voice 

Chapter 322  

On the eve of the final, Selena prepared a “gift” Hedy did not expect to  

meet  

Susan and his daughter here.  

They were on the street when they were stopped by a group of drunken thugs.  

A burly man restrained Susan. The other four people punched and kicked  

Hans who was lying on the ground, and said drunkenly,  

“Immortal thing, my brothers have taken a fancy to your daughter, that is your daughter’s blessing, don’

t you know?  

“Come on? My brother is coming at you, why?”  

“I’m not going out to find out, who is the master on this street!”  

Hans screamed after being beaten, his five sense organs were tangled in one place, and he almost passe

d out from the pain.  

It was late at night, and there was no one around because of construction on this road.  



This also led to the more unscrupulous fists and kicks of the punks.  

One of them kicked his leg back high, trying to hit Hans hard on the head.  

Susan stared wide–eyed, almost scared to death, and shouted, “No!”  

Hans felt the strong wind blowing on his face, and closed his eyes in fright, feeling extremely desperate i

nside.  

But he waited for a long time, but he didn’t wait for the expected pain.  

When I opened my eyes again, I found the sole of a lady’s shoe in front of me.  

A woman stopped the kick with her foot!  

Looks like someone came to rescue him and Susan!  

Hans raised his head in ecstasy, and when he saw that it was Hedy, he was stunned!  

What is she!  

The gangsters were also very surprised. They had drunk too much, their minds were irrational, and they 

couldn’t see Hedy’s appearance clearly.  

It’s just anger from the heart, thinking that there are still people who dare to conceive their 

good deeds?  

court death!  

“I’m… ah!” A gangster raised his fist to hit Hedy.  

He was kicked a few meters away by Hedy!  

Within five minutes, all the gangsters fell to 

the ground, and the police arrived in time after receiving Hedy’s call to the police.  

The gangsters were taken to the police station.  

Hedy, Susan, and Hans also went to the police station to take notes.  

After finishing the notes, it was already twelve o’clock in the night.  

Hedy was about to return to the hotel where he was staying, but was stopped by Hans,  

“Wait a minute.” He was helped out by his daughter, his face was bruised and purple.  

There is gratitude, apology, guilt, and confusion in the eyes.  

“What’s the matter?” Hedy turned around, with a cold expression on her beautiful face.  

Hans looked extremely uncomfortable.  

It was Susan who bowed to Hedy first, “Thank you Ms. Ellis for saving me and my father.  

“It’s easy.” Hedy didn’t frown.  



“Why are you willing to save me?” Hans asked with his head down.  

“Because I admire Susan, I don’t want to see her being humiliated by hooligans. I saved you just by the 

way.” Hedy said very directly.  

If Hans was the only one trapped, she wouldn’t make a move.  

She doesn’t have the kind heart to repay evil with kindness.  

“Yes, is it…” Hans lowered his head, his thoughts were like a ball of wool tangled together.  

Because he hated Buddy’s excellence, he provoked Buddy and  

Malina’s feelings and belittled Hedy.  

When he learned that Hedy was the judge of “Soul of the Dance“, he was very anxious, for fear that Hed

y would implicate the innocent Susan because of him and give his daughter a low score.  

But Hedy didn’t.  

Not only did she not, but she saved them tonight.  

This gap is too embarrassing.  

“Thank you Ms. Ellis for your appreciation, you are better than me.” Susan bowed again. After  

Selena was eliminated, she was also curious about where Selena committed a big taboo.  

台  

Therefore, she found a lot of books related to the culture of this nation, and finally, she really found out 

where  

Selena was wrong. Hedy gave her zero points, which is indeed fair and Just.  

She also feels sincere admiration and admiration for Hedy’s vast knowledge reserve.  

“Let’s go.” Hedy waved his hand and left the police station.  

After Hedy left, Hans raised his head slowly, showing shame to his daughter,  

“I’m sorry, Dad didn’t protect you well.”  

Susan shook her head and smiled brightly at her father, “Father has already protected me.”  

In my memory, my father was a Some negative characters.  

He is arrogant and domineering to those with no background, polite and decent in front of others, and s

wearing at others.  

It is an existence that is bright and beautiful on the outside, but rotten  

and smelly on the inside.  

Mother Wendy despised him, and she didn’t like him very much.  



But tonight, this man is desperate to save her.  

For the first time in her life, she felt such a warm fatherly love.  

It’s also the first time I feel that this person is not that bad.  

“Susan…this is the first time you’ve smiled so happily at me!” Hans widened his eyes.  

“Because my daughter is very satisfied with my father’s performance!”  

む  

“Then I have to perform well in the future, and strive to make you more satisfied!” ”  

For example, first get rid of the small belly problem?”  

“Huh?”  

“If you don’t want to, let it be, just pretend I didn’t say it.‘ Susan walked on alone.  

“Stop, ring, ring!” Hans limped after him.  

Although it was a bit late to wake up.  

But it’s good to be able to change, isn’t it?  

-The  

night before the final.  

The producer of “Soul of the Dance” and his friends in the circle had a  

carnival in the box of the nightclub.  

There is no other reason, Hedy’s joining 

has made the variety show popular and made him a lot of money.  

He felt more and more that 

his decision to let Hedy join without threshold was too right. I also tried to lie to everyone,  

I have seen Hedy dance folk dances and classical dances, she just understands these, and the scores are 

very fair.  

If you think it’s unfair, that’s your own problem!  

However, he drank too much tonight, and after drinking, he tended to tell the truth,  

a friend improvised, and the thief came over and asked curiously  

“Producer, have you really seen Hedy dance? My wife’s friend is a national Super dancers, they didn’t thi

nk there was anything wrong with Selena ‘s “Looking for God“, Hedy was targeting Selena, right?”  

“Hic.” The producer hiccupped,  



“Of course I haven’t 

seen Hedy dance, I It’s just that she has Childe King behind her, and I want to help her, hoping to make a

 good impression.  

As for whether she has targeted Selena, I don’t know, and I dare not talk nonsense.”  

Friends looked at each other, “I know 

how to make a good impression. The filmmaker lied, otherwise if there was a problem with Selena’s “Lo

oking for God“, everyone would have found it out long ago, and the whole industry would not be confus

ed.”  

They were so excited that they didn’t notice that the door of the box was not closed tightly, leaving a 

gap.  

The corridor outside the door.  

Selena, who was spending money to relax in the nightclub, leaned against the wall, her phone stayed on 

the recording interface.  

“God still has mercy on me, otherwise, how could I, who was passing by, hear such crucial evidence 

by such a coincidence.” The corners of  

Selena’s lips slowly rose, and the eyes slowly climbed up with ferocity and calculation.  

Preston was warning her not to hurt Hedy.  

But this time, is Hedy hurting her?  

One who doesn’t know folk dance and classical dance gave her zero points, which made her eliminated i

n the first round.  

She’s just… in very reasonable self–defense.  

“Tomorrow is the final, so let me break into the scene and give Hedy and the entire ‘Soul of Dance‘ progr

am a generous gift?”  

Chapter 323  

Killing Selena in seconds, the referee is warming up for the final of “Soul of the Dance” officially kicked o

ff.  

The high popularity made this competition a live broadcast.  

Everything is ready, and the live broadcast room is turned on.  

All the dancers who were eliminated before returned and performed their carefully prepared dances for

 the audience one by one, which attracted the audience’s praise in the barrage.  

The performance session is over, it’s the turn of USA In the  

competition between Susan and Manida of M country, the barrage function is temporarily closed to pre

vent everyone from leaving messages and blocking the wonderful picture.  



In the final, Susan prepared a very difficult classical water sleeve dance.  

She is wearing a red 

dress, her figure is soft and slender like silk, and the sleeves she dances out are as straight and sharp as a

 sword, giving her a sense of power.  

Her eyes, her expression, and the arc of her dancing hands and feet 

are full of the dancer’s strong emotions.  

Even Hedy, who was caught by Susan, fell into a sad scene hidden behind the prosperity of  

Prime. After Susan finished the sleeve dance, Hedy applauded for it.  

She knew that such a dance could not be done without ten years of  

practice.  

Susan goes down and it’s Manida’s turn to step up.  

Manida prepared modern dance.  

The songs she chose have a strong sense of rhythm, which can detonate people’s sensory cells when the

y come up.  

Several referees from country M immediately opened their mouths to “wow“.  

Hedy’s 

index finger, following the rhythm of the background music, tapped lightly on the handle of the chair.  

It is undeniable that Manida ‘s dancing is very good and very enthusiastic.  

But in her heart, Susan was better.  

This is probably the result of the cultural differences between the two countries.  

USA has a history of 5,000 years, and the dance culture it has inherited is so thick that it cannot be appre

ciated without foundation.  

However, country M is full of calculations, with a history of less than 300 years, not far from the current l

ife, and there is no rich heritage.  

In terms of dance difficulty, the two are not at the same level.  

After Manida finished her performance, it was the referee’s turn to  

vote.  

There is no scoring system in the finals, and the winners and losers will be 

determined directly by voting.  

The barrage function is also re–enabled.  

Hedy, “Manida is passionate and energetic, I choose Susan.”  

Referee No. 2,” Susan dances very beautifully and agilely, but I choose Manida .”  



Referee No. 3, “It’s too difficult to choose, they are very good. Excellent, Susan, I’m sorry because my ch

oice is Manida.”  

As of now, the votes between Susan and Manida are 1 to 2, and Susan is at a disadvantage.  

The audience in USA was a bit dissatisfied.  

“I admit that Manida dances well, but in terms of difficulty, Susan is obviously stronger…” “The people in

 country M,  

can they understand the sleeve dance?”  

Lost?”  

“What’s the matter with the program group, why is there only one USA referee?” ”  

That Robot No. 4, I think with my toes, and I know he will vote for Manida!”  

“Family, don’t 

be angry, this kind of competition is supposed to It’s hard to decide the winner, as long as our family kno

ws that Susan is great!”  

“That’s right, Susan ‘s sleeve dance is so good, I cried.”  

The shot was on Robot No. 4.  

Robot “lived up to expectations” and voted for Manida.  

Actually it’s nothing.  

It is normal for people from country M to not be able to enjoy the traditional dances of the USA.  

It is only natural for the same country to prefer to vote for dancers from their own country.  

However, the indelible arrogance in  

Robot’s bones made him say, “Susan is already the best dancer in USA, but compared with Manida, she i

s still far behind. Maybe you can consider learning more from  

Manida. “As soon as it came out, referees No. 2 and No. 3, both from M/country, froze.  

Manida herself was also embarrassed.  

on stage. The host didn’t want to laugh anymore.  

The barrage exploded even more.  

“What the hell are you talking about? It’s far worse than your uncle!” ”  

This gringo is so disgusting! I want to vomit!”  

“Don’t let me meet you in real life, or I will give you two punches!”  

Susan herself I feel bad too.  



She has her arrogance.  

You can’t understand my dance, but you can’t belittle the traditional culture of our USA! Just as he was 

about to speak, Hedy questioned  

Robot first.  

She asked in pure English, “Are you blind, Mr. Robot ?”  

The barrage of “666” and “It’s so cool” floated across the barrage.  

The host was also secretly happy, and didn’t try to smooth things over immediately.  

Robot suddenly pulled down an old face, “No, if you have any dissatisfaction, please tell.”  

Hedy, “Since your eyesight is still intact, how can you tell that Susan and Manida are so far apart?”  

Robot 

spread his hands, “Is this still true ?” Need I explain? Of course, it’s the contagious ability of emotions. S

usan’s dance is like a circus performance, which can’t move me, but Manida can.”  

Hedy nodded and smiled, “It seems that when Mr. Robot fails the school exam, he only blames The teac

her’s questions are too difficult, not because I think I’m not smart enough.”  

The producer sitting in the auditorium wanted to applaud Hedy directly!  

Ms. Ellis‘ analogy is so apt!  

Robot stood up directly, his green pupils blazing, “Are you humiliating me? Ms. Ellis from USA?”  

Hedy didn’t stand up.  

She leaned leisurely on the back of the referee chair, crossed her legs, –

and lightly raised her eyelids, revealing the coldness in her eyes,  

“Your IQ is indeed 

problematic, and you can’t even tell whether I’m humiliating you., I can only answer you,  

Yes, I am humiliating you, because you first humiliated the excellent dancers of USA, and the cultural her

itage of USA!”  

Robot 

sneered, “I am humiliating your dancers and culture? Little girl, you Stop pretending here, you just hate t

hat I didn’t vote for your  

Susan in the USA! I understand that you feel very sad to see your country lose, but if you can learn about

 the dance and culture of country M in the future, you will be very happy I regret what you did. today, I p

romise.”  

Hedy looked directly at him and spoke clearly, “It’s because you understand the dance and culture of US

A!”  

don’t  



The two referees were fighting, and Selena, who was in the audience, walked onto the stage with her m

obile phone.  

When everyone and the audience thought that Selena was going to help Hedy and USA say something.  

Selena asked coldly,  

Mr. Robot keeps saying that he doesn’t understand, so I would like to ask Ms. Ellis, do you understand th

e dance and culture of USA?!”  

Fearing that she would be dragged down, she quickly played the recording on her mobile phone.  

The drunken mantra of the producer in the nightclub spread to  

everyone’s ears.  

The situation on the scene changed suddenly.  

From the debate between referees from two different countries, it turned out that Hedy 

suspected that he didn’t know how to dance, and he really used the privilege to eliminate Selena, the lig

ht of East Dance.  

The barrage was also taken aback.  

Selena ‘s alumni were outraged.  

Robot asked his own translator, “What happened?”  

The translator answered truthfully. Hearing that Hedy’s position as a referee was not clean and that he 

maliciously eliminated  

Selena, who was good, Robot snorted coldly and looked at Hedy mockingly,  

“It turns out that you are the one who doesn’t understand the dance and culture of the USA.”  

Hedy remained expressionless, Turn to watch the producer under the stage.  

The producer’s face was pale. He didn’t expect that he slipped up after being drunk and was recorded by

  

Selena! This is the end!  

on stage.  

Selena rubbed her eyes with her fingers dipped in chili water, and cried,  

“I participated in 

this variety show because I really wanted to promote our intangible cultural heritage dances in the USA, 

and I also brought my best “Looking for God“.  

But I was eliminated for no reason because my background is not as strong as Ms. Ellis, please give me a

n explanation from the program team and Ms. Ellis!” “Do  

you want an explanation, yes.” Hedy no longer looked at the producer,  



and turned to look at Selena, who was about to die of aggrieved, with a clear and angry voice,  

““Looking for God” was first improved from the sacrificial dance of the Tibetan ethnic minority.  

Do not pat and wipe it off. This action is regarded as disloyal, disrespectful and disrespectful.  

You are smart enough to 

add an action of stroking from the shoulder to “Looking for God“, and this is deceiving the ancestors of t

he Tibetan mountain people.  

You I should be glad that I am only a referee, and I can give you zero points.  

If I were from the Tibetan mountain tribe, you would have been expelled from the family now, understa

nd!”  

Selena ‘s eyes were still shedding physical tears, but she was stunned live.  

Tibetan mountain people… there is such a rule?  

This nation is almost extinct in the long river of history, who would know that they still have 

such a strange rule!  

“There’s one more thing, Selena.” Hedy’s eyes were bright and cold,  

“Even if you feel that I and the program team have treated you badly, you still have plenty of channels a

nd time to trouble us. You shouldn’t be at this juncture because you can’t 

tell which is which.” Ask me which is more important.  

I have given the explanation, now, can you bring your pitiful IQ and roll off the stage?!”  

Chapter 324 Hedy VS Robot  

After Hedy finished speaking, the barrage began to act.  

Some 

people go to the browser to search for “nationality“, but this nationality is too rare, and the powerful Int

ernet does not record more rules about them.  

It is precisely because no one can find it that they feel that there is nothing wrong with  

Selena ‘s “Looking for God“. Unconnected viewers remain skeptical.  

Well–connected viewers, instantly connected to aging staff at local  

museums.  

The staff gave a timely reply, “Historical records show that the people have the spirits of  

their ancestors on their shoulders, and they should not be  

photographed deliberately, otherwise they will all be expelled from the family.”  

Knowing this rule, I didn’t expect Ms. Ellis to know it, which is really touching.”  



After getting the answer, the audience popularized science on the bullet screen, saying that Hedy was ri

ght.  

The rest of the audience was startled.  

“I didn’t expect Selena to really commit a big taboo… Hedy ‘s reserve of knowledge is absolutely amazing

, and I admire him!”  

Selena would bully her ancestors and exterminate her ancestors in order to dance beautifully. Don’t bla

me Hedy for giving zero points!“–  

“She I’m ashamed to say that Hedy doesn’t understand “Looking for God“!”  

“1  

It was still in time for Hedy and Robot to argue, and she came out to stir up trouble…”  

“Maybe she felt that coming out in the finals to question Hedy in public 

would be more able to create public opinion and news.  

She 

also It’s true that public opinion news has been created, but it’s just news about her embarrassing hersel

f and disregarding national righteousness!”  

“As a student, I feel very ashamed!”  

–The  

final scene of “Soul of Dance“.  

Because Selena ‘s behavior was too impulsive and reckless, the program team couldn’t directly pull peop

le down, otherwise they would appear guilty.  

After the staff 

checked the historical materials, it was confirmed that what Hedy said was true, and Selena did commit 

a big taboo by projecting the historical materials on the big screen in the form of photos. After watching 

it,  

Selena’s eyes were dull, and she was half–dragged by the staff and led off the stage.  

The episode ends.  

Hedy looked at Robot with sharp eyes, “I ask you to apologize to Susan  

and the American dance culture.”  

If you don’t understand the dance culture of other countries, you don’t have enough knowledge.  

But if you don’t understand the dance culture 

of other countries, you still want to belittle and humiliate the dance culture of other countries, that is no

t enough character.  

The two cannot be confused.  



Susan gave Hedy a grateful look.  

The host, producer, and the audience in the live broadcast roòm all have good feelings and expectations 

for Hedy.  

That’s right, it’s okay that you gringo is not cultured enough, you are still on our territory, belittling our d

ancers and culture, thinking we are vegetarians?  

Don’t steam the steamed buns and still have to fight!  

Robot didn’t care, he curled his lips with a flat expression, “I refuse, I don’t think I was wrong, Manida ‘s 

performance is just above Susan’s!  

This conclusion is based on my decades of dancing experience., if you want to refute, please at least-  

come up with something that matches your strength, instead of relying on that man named ‘Childe King

“.”  

When he said “a little bit“, Robot still stretched out his thumb and  

index finger, compared to about a centimeter in length, with a smile in  

his eyes.  

More sarcasm, more sarcasm.  

The audience was so angry that they shouted swear words on 

the bullet screen, and the swear words were all harmonized into “****  

Hedy said calmly, “What do you think is the strength?”  

Robot thought briefly and raised his eyebrows, “I think it seems a bit difficult for you to understand the 

dance culture of country M. Why don’t we compare the two referees? Yes.  

You dance the dance of your USA, and I dance the dance of our country M.  

No one needs to vote, and no one needs to score, because the audience’s reaction is the best proof.  

The voice fell, and the audience was silent for a while.  

The barrage was also silent for a moment.  

Because everyone is thinking. Who is  

Robot? The host introduced him. He has won three championships in the men’s category of the  

American Dance Competition in M Country. His strength is beyond. doubt. And Hedy… She knows that t

he traditional cultural rules of the Tibetan mountain people are good, understanding and dancing are tw

o different things.  

In addition, the cultural differences between the two countries are also difficult to break through.  

Is it necessary to compare this match between referees?  

Can Hedy win again? What happens to  



Robot if it loses ?  

Countless questions hovered in everyone’s minds.  

Before they figured it out, Hedy nodded first, with an indifferent expression, “Yes.”  

The host was stunned, and subconsciously asked, “Ms. Ellis, you… really know how to dance classical an

d folk dances?” ”  

Of course. Hedy nodded, and looked at the producer in the audience, “The producer has seen it, he kno

ws it.” Once  

Selena ‘s recording was exposed, the producer might suffer, and since he was helping her, she saved her

. It doesn’t hurt to have a hand.  

The producer’s whole body trembled, his eyes stared like copper bells.  

, just, casual, then, lick, lick, you, how, what, still, when, really, it!  

God, what does this future No. 1 wife want to do?  

Wouldn’t it be because you are angry at yourself for uttering the truth after drinking, and want to drag y

ourself into the water together?  

Don’t, aunt, I was wrong, please spare my life T–T!  

On the stage, the two referees reached a consensus and went to the backstage to warm up and change 

clothes.  

During this period of time, the fact that Hedy was going to compete with Robot was immediately on the 

hot search.  

More and more viewers gathered in the “Soul of Dance” live broadcast  

room.  

The audience who have been popularized by science took a deep  

breath.  

I thought, no matter how Hedy jumps, even if he jumps into an eight- legged crab, they will cheer and sh

out desperately, and they will never lose!  

The preparation of dance makeup and costumes in country M is much faster than the classical dance fol

k dance in the United States.  

Robot was the first to perform on stage.  

The modern dance he dances, the background music is lyrical and romantic, and the choreography is als

o excellent, with smooth and beautiful movements.  

Even though everyone didn’t like Robot, they were brought into his dance by Robot and felt the emotion

s he showed.  



After he danced, everyone was applauding, and some compliments floated across the barrage.  

But what they boast about is dancing, not people!  

Robot’s near–

perfect performance made everyone sweat for Hedy, and it also made everyone somewhat disheartene

d.  

Not long after, Hedy also came on stage.  

She changed into a pink and pink ancient dress, and she put on some coquettish makeup, like a 

cannibal female fairy.  

There was a sound of drums in the background, and Hedy’s jade arms were raised and 

lowered slowly, her waist was as watery as Evan’s, not very coquettish, she smiled and slowly reclined o

n the ground lazily, like a beauty’s coùch.  

The barrage quickly swiped the screen.  

“Oh oh oh oh, look whose little elf this is!”  

“An expert will know if there is one as soon as he makes a move. These moves are amazing. Hedy 

must have learned our USA dance!”  

Hedy, cool on the ground, Lying on the ground is better than lying in my arms, hehehe!”  

“Family in front, pay attention, Childe King is on his way with a knife!”  

“Let’s enjoy Hedy ‘s dance!”  

“ 

Chapter 325 Pressing the Robot to the ground to abuse  

Hedy did not choose a classic dance with too much cultural  

connotation.  

This not only has a threshold of appreciation for foreign audiences, but also for domestic audiences.  

So, she picked a cheerful accompaniment, and danced delicately and charmingly, like a goblin who just c

ultivated a human form, feeling the new form in the mountains, enthusiastic and lively.  

In front of the camera, her every frown and smile are full of expressiveness.  

Her movements such as the front bridge in the cloud, backward kicking of the purple gold crown, etc., all

 show the solid basic skills.  

As it turned out, she had chosen the dance very well.  

The lowering of the threshold of appreciation allows people who do not 

understand American culture and dance to feel the charm of this  

dance.  



She wanted to tell Robot.  

Can’t understand the sadness in the 5,000–year–old culture of the United States, can you?  

It doesn’t matter.  

It is more cheerful, more enthusiastic, more coquettish, more lively, and more simple and superficial  

USA has the same!  

At the end of the dance, Hedy lay back on the ground again, with a smile on his lips.  

“Papa papa!”  

The applause was enthusiastic.  

Even Robot himself has to admit that Hedy caught his attention and felt the enthusiasm that does not be

long to  

Manida Referee No. 

2 and Referee No. 3 lamented that Hedy’s dance was too beautiful and unbelievable one after another.  

Not to mention the barrage,he was shocked and liked.  

But this is still a situation that is difficult to compare.  

Because the types of dance are different, it is destined not to be compared horizontally and vertically. It 

is the best result to let them each have their own beauty and inherit their own culture.  

The only way it can be officially compared, is if Hedy and Robot dance the same dance.  

Hedy turned around, took off the outer skirt, revealing the modern casual clothes she had 

put on in advance, took off all the accessories on her head, and tied a high ponytail.  

The host was a little confused, “Ms. Ellis, who is this?”  

Hedy gave a faint look, “Play the music that Robot just danced again.”  

The host’s pupils tightened, and after understanding what Hedy wanted to do, he smiled Nodding, he or

dered to the left,  

“Play the music that Mr. Robot just danced again! Ms. Ellis is going to challenge Robot’s modern 

dance!”  

Now, the scene exploded, and the barrage exploded.  

Rows of question marks and rows of exclamation sentences flew by like flying.  

Robot can’t understand English, but when the background music comes out, he understands it.  

Hedy is challenging him!  

This woman who is proficient in American classical dance can also dance modern dance?!  

On the stage, Hedy began to dance modern dance.  



For the same song, she brings different choreography, and it fits the artistic conception of the song bett

er than  

Robot, and is more attractive! After the dance, the audience applauded even more enthusiastically.  

The pride on  

Robot’s face was gone! No matter how much he looks down on the dance and culture of USA, he also kn

ows that Hedy’s modern dance is better than his modern dance!  

Hedy’s behavior seems to be saying:  

be good, it doesn’t matter if you really don’t understand “this test paper“, tell me what you understand, 

and I can use your  

“understanding” method to let you understand who is the ultimate winner!  

The host handed the microphone to Hedy winkingly.  

He knows this kind of occasion, and there is no need for him to host anything.  

Hedy got the microphone, looked at the Robot, Susan pursed her lips, and then let go,  

“The dance culture of country M is quite simple, not as difficult as you said, why don’t you come to learn

 the dance culture of USA? If you If you can learn it?”  

The host shouted in his heart!  

Robot’s face was livid and he didn’t say a word.  

Say sorry (say sorry).” Hedy spit out two English words coldly.  

“Say sorry! Say sorry! Say sorry!” The audience booed.  

Even Susan, who has always been low–key and peaceful, agreed.  

With so many mouths, and so many cameras staring at Robot, Robot finally opened his mouth and apolo

gized for his arrogance with a voice like a mosquito.  

In the “Soul of the Dance” final, Manida still won, and no one asked to change the vote.  

Because of this kind of competition, it doesn’t matter who wins or loses, and it doesn’t make sense.  

The important thing is that Hedy used practical actions to slap Robot in the face who looked down on th

e dance culture of USA!  

It’s still the kind that presses on the ground and rages, leaving him powerless to fight back!  

The scene and barrage cheered.  

Only the producer sat very quietly in his chair.  

He looks like a saint, with a heart full of common people, with a smile on his mouth, and he has entered 

the sage mode after the madness and shock in advance, and his heart is harmonious.  



Don’t ask, just ask,  

Help me, save me, my random licking has come true, so scary!  

-The  

live broadcast is finally over.  

The screen also turns black.  

Hedy received a system notification that the task was completed, but the audience refused to leave.  

“To describe Hedy ‘s performance today in one word,  

let  

me start with,  

Handsome!”  

Ceo office.  

Someone watched Hedy’s American classical dance again and again. rolled 

his Adam’s apple, and his eyes were still full of enthusiasm.  

Such a Hedy has a special style.  

He thought for a moment, took a picture of the beauty lying on the ground, and sent it to Hedy.  

[Preston], I have a bold idea [screenshot].  

Ding dong.  

Hedy, who was still in Detroit, received a message from Preston.  

She almost choked while drinking water.  

She casually took a photo of a public bench on the side of the street where homeless people slept, and s

ent it.  

[Hedy], I have a half–baked suggestion [picture] for your bold idea.  

[Preston], …  

Someone sighed.  

His Goddess Hedy is warning him that if he dares to mess around, he can only go to the street to sleep o

n a public bench.  

Pitiful.  

“Childe King.” Aiden walked in, “I have already contacted Opera House.” ”  

Yes.” Preston lowered his eyes, and the atmosphere around him turned cold.  

He had warned Selena.  



An hour later, the Opera House issued an announcement to revoke Selena’s status as the principal femal

e dancer and remove her name from the opera house.  

“?!” Selena couldn’t help screaming.  

For the mistakes she made, at most she would be revoked as chief, how could she be directly removed!  

Immediately afterwards, she turned pale, realizing that it was Preston’s handwriting.  

Her dancing career is over.  

Even Dong Wu dare not ask for her words, let alone other opera houses!  

I heard that her father, because of her own affairs, was also talked to by the leader alone…  

She regretted it so much!  

Hedy’s modern dance and classical dance have been trending for a day, and gained a lot of fans.  

The matter that the Tibetan mountain people should not be patted on the shoulder has also come out of

 the circle. Everyone laughed and claimed that strange knowledge had increased.  

That night, Hedy was invited by Susan to have dinner with Susan’s family in a high–end restaurant.  

“It’s a formal thanks to Ms. Ellis for saving her life.” Susan smiled calmly.  

Susan ‘s mother, Wendy, held an exquisite 

cake, “I heard that you like to eat cakes. Auntie made this by herself. Don’t be disgusted.” “Thank  

you.  

Hedy nodded.  

Hans‘ attitude has also improved a lot.  

The four of them were chatting at the dinner table, chatting and  

chatting, talking about Buddy, talking about how good he was back then, and how hard he worked.  

“There’s just one thing that I haven’t figured out.” Hans frowned,  

“Why did Buddy fall in love with that woman all of a sudden, and after the breakup, he was so shocked t

hat he stopped reading books. It’s not like his temperament at all.”  

Chapter 326  

The person my father loves the most, another friend of Preston,  

Hans, said that he shared a dormitory with Buddy and had a lot of contact with Buddy.  

He felt that Buddy only had studies in his mind, without any signs of falling in love.  

Even 

if he suddenly admitted that he was in love with a certain woman later, he didn’t show the liking or passi

on that he should have.  



At that time, I had private discussions with other roommates, thinking that this relationship should be ju

st an ‘experimental‘ relationship for 

Buddy, but he didn’t take it seriously.” “But after the two broke up, Buddy behaved  

again It was extremely painful, and he left the school without looking back… Many professors still regret 

his departure.  

He was really good back then, and he was the number one in the United States in our major.” The more  

Hans said, the more he admired him.  

“Maybe he’s just not good at expressing his deep love, so you think he didn’t take it seriously.” Wendy gl

ared at Hans,  

“Besides, it’s over, Mr. and Mrs. Li are very affectionate now, why do you need to bring up the past agai

n.  

Hans blushed, “I just can’t figure it out, come here, eat the vegetables.”  

Hedy chewed the ingredients quietly.  

The professional is the first in the United States, and 

many professors still regret it… It turns out that her father is more powerful than she imagined.  

It’s just about feelings…I’m afraid only my father knows it.  

After dinner, Hedy returns to Geary Village.  

When they got home, Malina was cooking in the kitchen, and Buddy was washing and choosing vegetabl

es beside them. The two were talking and laughing, chatting about a romantic 

drama in ancient costume that they watched together in the afternoon.  

Málina, “The princess is too miserable.”  

Buddy, “Yeah.”  

Malina, “To the end of my life I thought I was my husband’s true love.”  

Buddy, “Yeah.”  

Malina, “So who is your true love?”  

Buddy, “Hmm…huh?”  

Malina smiled very kindly, “If it wasn’t for Hans, I wouldn’t have known that you had such deep feelings f

or your ex.”  

Buddy scolded Hans from beginning to end in his heart, and then answered honestly, “In my life I only lo

ved you as a woman.”  

Malina looked at him disapprovingly, “Do you believe me?”  

“1  



If he had only loved one woman, how could he have given up his studies?  

Buddy sighed, put down the vegetables and said seriously, “I swear to you with my faith.”  

“Faith? What is your faith?“.  

“My motherland!”.  

Malina was stunned for a moment, wiping her face away in embarrassment, “Still Motherland, quickly w

ash and drain the vegetables!”  

“Okay.”  

Hedy/stood at the door of the kitchen without disturbing; and went upstairs silently, thinking in his hear

t.  

Dad should be trying to make mom happy just now, right?  

Otherwise, it is impossible to explain why he would resolutely drop out of school and return to his home

town after being emotionally frustrated.  

upstairs.  

Faye draws on the computer, and Jessie streams from the room used for the stream.  

This is the next source of living expenses for the mother and daughter after they leave the Miles‘ family. 

They don’t want money from the Miles‘ family, nor do they want to take money from the Ellis Family.  

Faye became an amateur painter, and while studying, he made part- time appointments for drawing to 

make money.  

Jessie has become a user of a short video platform, singing classic or popular songs, excellent appearanc

e, and beautiful voice, which has made her a lot of profit.  

Malina’s former friends in the industry told her, Jessie is beautiful, if  

she continues to sing like this, sooner or later she will be discovered by scouts, and it will be a matter of 

time before she appears on variety shows and accepts commercials.  

For this reason, Malina is very pleased.  

The only thing that made her feel bad was that Miles knew Jessie’s video number, and 

it seemed that he saw Jessie swiping his phone  

by chance before the divorce. This guy gave Jessie a lot of gifts every now and then, which greatly affect

ed Jessie ‘s mood.  

Still, Miles is useful.  

For example, when Jessie is bullied by the young female anchor Lianmai PK, Miles will throw money with

out saying a word, so that Jessie tops the TOP1 female anchor list on the homepage of the platform, and

 the young female anchor’s top brother directly pretends to be dead. People joked for days.  

A few days later, Hedy brought Faye back together with Sun and others from Class 7.  



The University of Finance and Economics is about to start.  

Under Hedy’s arrangement,  

Faye lives in the King Family Manor Grandma is a person who likes to be lively, and General King is a pers

on who likes grandma. Both are very tolerant of Faye.  

Careful Faye brought small gifts to the two old people, which made them love them even more.  

The two–let Faye treat the King Family as his own.  

Faye nodded with a smile, but kept his sense of proportion and distance, too sober.  

Hedy saw it and didn’t speak.  

Everyone has their own way of living, and Faye just chooses what is most comfortable for him.  

A few days later, Hedy attended a private friend’s party with Preston.  

There was Lowell High School principal Kelly, paleontological scientist Hera, and a man about the size of 

Preston with silver–rimmed glasses on the bridge of his nose.  

The man is a bit like  

Mona from the first–class Mona’s family, his facial features are upright  

and delicate, not as handsome as Preston, nor as cute as Kelly. The temperament of the whole body has 

its own extravagance, which should not be underestimated, and one can tell that it is not an ordinary pe

rson.  

Elvis, the heir of Mona’s family, has been in charge of the branch of Mona’s family abroad before, and 

only recently returned to the United States, my friend.” Preston introduced.  

Hedy raised his eyebrows, he really is from Mona’s family.  

“Ms. Ellis, I’m sorry that my sister Mona offended you before, this is my apology, please accept it.” Elvis 

gave Hedy a car key  

It is the latest sports car in the world, with an eight–figure price. After passing the customs, it is nine–

figure.  

Full of sincerity.  

“Mona is his stepsister.” Preston explained softly in Hedy’s ear.  

Hedy accepted the gift without being pretentious.  

Several people had dinner and discussed playing cards together.  

“I must earn back what I lost last time!” Hera gritted her teeth, she was always the one who lost.  

“I’m just going to break even.” Kelly is the one who breaks even. Preston and  

Elvis always win  



“Can you play the USA card?” Preston looked at Hedy with a light smile in his eyes.  

Hedy frowned and shook his head.  

For card games, she only knows how to play in Las Vegas casinos.  

“I’ll teach you.”  

Preston pushed her into the chair, stood behind her, leaned over with his arms outstretched, and in a w

ay that almost held her in his arms, he sorted out the cards for her.  

Smart people don’t have to take too much effort to learn anything. Hedy quickly mastered the skills, and

 was lucky enough to play a spring (meaning that the landlord played all the cards in his hand, and the fa

rmer didn’t play a single card).  

The feeling of novelty made Hedy turn to look at Preston, showing off his eyes brightly.  

Preston frowned slightly, kissed her on the chin, and said in a magnetic voice, “It’s awesome.”  

Hera, “…It’s fine if I lose money, and I have to eat dog food, you have  

no conscience!”  

Kelly nodded vigorously.  

Preston put one hand in his pocket, straightened his back, and said confidently, “You don’t have a partn

er, so you can’t blame me for having one.”  

“Elvis, judge!” Hera hurriedly found an ally and fought for one–to- many to kill Preston.  

“I didn’t lose money.” Elvis said slowly, shaking his vibrating mobile phone, “I also have a fiancee, and I 

will get married this year.  

Voiceover, I am not the same as you.  

Hera and Kelly,  

Elvis answered the phone, but before he could speak, the woman said hastily,  

“Mr. Du, I really don’t love you, I’ve already decided to elope with another man, 886!”  

The box was very quiet, everyone heard the woman’s words.  

Elvis‘ phone with a black screen, his voice was calm, “It’s gone now.” 

Chapter 327 Disciple Hedy Was Bullied!  

Elvis‘ fiancée ran away, and several friends in the house were silent for  

a moment.  

Kelly spoke first, gloating, “It seems that you are going to be on the headlines of the entertainment secti

on again.”  

Hera also raised her eyebrows, “It seems that you are going to be a joke in the circle again.”  



“It’s okay to make them laugh, so as not to laugh later Come out, do you still want to fight?” Elvis asked.  

“Stop it, my wife starts school tomorrow and needs to go to bed early.” Preston brought the peeled oran

ge to Hedy’s lips.  

Hedy opened her mouth to eat it, the sweet flesh made her squint her  

eyes.  

Preston’s eyes darkened.  

So cute.  

Want to pull on the bed to fight. Back in the car at the manor, Hedy asked the handsome man who was 

holding her, “You don’t seem  

to feel sad or sorry for  

Elvis at all.” ” Elvis has no relationship with his fiancée.” Preston answered Hedy about Elvis.  

Elvis was originally the legitimate heir of Mona’s family, but 

his father preferred his stepmother’s son, so he was exiled abroad and emptied of  

rights.  

He is a real “abandoned son“.  

Otherwise, his fiancée would not rush to elope with others as soon as she heard that he had returned 

from abroad.  

But it was also this abandoned son who made a bloody journey from abroad, until his father had to look 

up to him, redistribute power, and ask him to come back and take over Mona’s family.  

As a result, just after he came back, before he officially took office, his fiancée ran away first.  

“Mona’s family is now the leader of the first–

class family, right?” Hedy thought about the situation of the wealthy families in Los Angeles.  

Originally first, Mona’s family second, that is third, Alice’s family fourth.  

After the downfall, Mona’s family was the first, that was the second, Alice’s family was the third, and her

 grandfather Richard’s family was  

the fourth.  

“Indeed.” Preston nodded,  

“So we don’t need to feel sad and sad for Elvis. The one who should really be sad is the fiancée who ran 

away halfway.”  

-The  

next day.  

The University of Finance and Economics begins.  



Freshmen and old students report together.  

Compared with last year’s freshmen, this year’s freshmen are particularly large, which is the effect brou

ght by Hedy.  

At the same time, the headline report in today’s entertainment news is really “The eldest son of Mona’s 

family just returned to the United States, and his fiancée eloped and ran away“.  

Many people in the University of Finance and Economics are gossiping about this matter.  

Everyone thought this was the most explosive entertainment news of the day, until the headline of the e

vening news appeared – “Explosive! The second young master of that suspected of cheating, and spent t

he night with the mysterious woman hotel!  

“The elopement incident is comparable.  

The students in Class 7 were all chatting.  

“Who is the second young master?”  

“Clouds, the heir of the first–

class the family! He is also the younger brother of Kelly, the principal of our Lowell High School!” ”  

If it weren’t for our principal’s disability, he would not be the heir.”  

“Clouds‘ And who is the fiancée?”  

Alice, the heir of the first–

class Alice’s family! The most powerful young female doctor in the heart surgery field in USA! ” “Damn it

, the second young master actually let such a powerful and awesome fiancée not love him, and cheated 

on her  

Already?”  

“No way, some men are cheap.”  

“I heard from 

the local students in the next class that Alice has been in love with Shangguan Second Young Master for 

many years…”  

Hedy, who was swiping his phone, saw the group message record, and his eyes changed.  

She made a phone call to her apprentice  

Alice. “Hi.  

There was a drunken hiccup on the other end of the phone, followed by a confused voice, “Master, mast

er, do you have… what can I do? Hiccup.” The  

background sound was the deafening DJ sound from the bar.  

Alice is getting drunk.  



There seemed to be someone beside her who kept harassing 

her by shouting “Beauty, can we play together?”  

Hedy’s eyes were getting colder, “Where are you?”  

“Yes, at the Moonlight Bar, hiccup.” Alice answered in a nonchalant  

manner.  

Hedy greeted Sun,  

Faye and others, and drove to Moonlight Bar. Moonlight is the hottest bar, even during the day, there ar

e many people drunk and dreaming in  

1. it.  

When Hedy rushed over, Alice was lying unconscious on the leather sofa.  

Her eyes were red and swollen, and there was a puddle of water below, which was tears.  

There are still a few scum around who are ready to move and want to “pick up the corpse“.  

“Get lost.” Hedy glanced over coldly  

The lights in the bar were dim, and they couldn’t see Hedy’s face clearly. They only felt that Hedy was no

t easy to mess with, so they left angrily.  

Hedy put Alice ‘s arm on his shoulders, stuffed Alice into the car, and drove back to the King Family man

or.  

At ten o’clock in the evening, Alice woke up slowly. She was startled by the strange environment around 

her, and subconsciously checked the condition of her clothes.  

“Now you know how to be afraid?” Hedy, who has been watching the apprentice, gave the apprentice a 

glass of warm water,  

“This is King Family, I brought you back from the bar.”  

After drinking water to moisten her throat, Alice said embarrassedly, “Thank you Master, I’m causing yo

u trouble.”  

It’s shameful that such a grown–up person still asks Master to take care of her.  

“I’ve read the news about the Second Young Master, let 

me tell you about the situation.” Hedy stood beside the bed, and there was worry that couldn’t be ignor

ed in his concise language.  

This worry made Alice’s eyes turn red.  

After a while, she calmed down, and Susan’s voice trembled, “The man I have loved for more than ten y

ears, Clouds, and my own sister,  

Franco, got together.”  



Hedy’s pupils narrowed slightly, “The mysterious woman in the newspaper is yours. “…My sister?”  

This “kiss” is too harsh.  

“Yes, my sister, my sister of the same father and mother, who is two years younger than me.” Alice lowe

red her head and pulled the corners of her lips to laugh at herself,  

“Do you think TV dramas dare not make up like this?”  

Cousins, cousins, cousins, or even girlfriends or stepsisters.  

To her, she is the sister whose blood is thicker than water.  

“I haven’t heard you mention this sister.”  

“She is the one who is favored, and I am the one who is left out.” Alice squeezed the water glass tightly 

with both hands,  

“I don’t know why, they were both born of the same parents. Yes, this kind of situation will happen.  

Since I was a child, I have to give her everything, and she takes it for granted and won’t appreciate me, s

o my relationship with her is very weak, so I didn’t mention it to Master.” Hedy didn’t comment  

., just pat Alice on the shoulder.  

“What are you going to do now?”  

Alice raised her head 

and drank another sip of water, forcing back the tears in her eyes, her voice hoarse, “Retirement, I, Alice

, will never be able to find a man in the trash can in my life!”  

After seeing the news, She called Clouds and asked him why.  

11  

Clouds was silent on that end for a long time, and gave her words that she would never forget in her life,

  

Alice, you 

are too strong, like a warrior in armor. Alice is different. She is kind and weak, and needs my care.”  

Chapter 328 I will cherish  

this sentence of your Clouds, which makes Alice feel ridiculous.  

She was also a girl who needed to be cared for by others.  

It’s just that no one has ever taken care of her, so she can only put on armor to protect herself, so as not 

to be bruised all over her body.  

And in the end, it turned out to be a place that arouses the disgust of the man he loves, how ridiculous.  

“Don’t be sad for a man who is not worthy, you deserve better.” Hedy comforted in a warm voice. Altho

ugh  



Alice is her apprentice, Alice is a rising star in the field of cardiac surgery in USA.  

Her attitude towards medicine is as pure as Susan’s attitude towards  

dance.  

Such a woman is a rare treasure.  

“Master, please don’t praise me.” Alice smiled wryly, “I have no merits other than being the heir of Alice

’s family and having a little medical skill.”  

Alice is very self–aware.  

Her looks are pretty at best, not as good as her pretty sister Franco.  

Busy with studying medical skills, she doesn’t 

understand fashion, and she doesn’t have the time to fashion. She can’t even control slightly higher high

–heeled shoes, and she is out of tune with the rich and  

famous ladies who always dress up beautifully.  

In fact, she can also spare time and find a professional to dress herself up carefully.  

It’s just that she feels that with so much time, it’s better to put on a simple and convenient professional 

attire and rush to the hospital to save one more patient.  

“Don’t underestimate yourself, I think you seem to have lost a lot of weight.” Hedy’s eyes fell on Alice ‘s 

collarbone.  

Her thin collarbones had deepened.  

“I’ve had a lot of surgeries recently…” When mentioning her occupation, Alice’s gloomy eyes lit up.  

“It’s not good to be too busy, just take a break and relax.” Hedy suggested.  

“Yeah.” Alice nodded.  

The next second, her cell phone vibrated, and she received a text message with the remark” Clouds  

The scumbag first apologized to Alice, saying that he was not good enough for Alice.  

Immediately afterwards, he said that he had met Alice ‘s parents, and the elder decided to immediately 

cancel his engagement with Alice, and hold an engagement banquet with her sister-  

Franco next month. In the end, he said that he was willing to treat Alice as his younger sister, and hoped 

to get Alice’s blessing.  

Alice squeezed the phone tightly.  

Hedy, who was standing beside and saw the content of the text message, also sank his eyes.  

The divorce of the two families, Alice, as the party concerned, did not agree or refuse, only the treatmen

t of “being notified“.  

Even just divorced, he couldn’t wait to get engaged to  



Alice’s sister next month. Regardless of Alice ‘s face.  

“It’s pretty good, so I won’t have to make another trip.” Alice’s phone was blacked out, with a forced smi

le and tears streaming down her face.  

Hedy handed the tissue to Alice, “Let’s stay at the King Family tonight.“.  

“Well, I’m sorry to bother Master.” Alice wiped away her tears.  

Hedy leaves the guest room to give Alice alone space.  

In the master bedroom, Preston put down his tablet and said in a low voice, “Is she awake?”  

“Yeah.” Hedy’s voice was unhappy,  

“He sent a text 

message telling her that family divorced, and next month, she will be with her sister Franco I’m engaged,

 and I hope to get her blessing.”  

“SMS? Blessing?” Preston frowned, “With such an heir, the family won’t be far away.”  

He never liked the family.  

“Indeed.” Hedy sat in Preston’s arms, leaning on his chest to collect his mood.  

“What’s wrong?” Sensing that she was a little lost, Preston wrapped his arms around her waist, his voice

 worried.  

Hedy was silent for a long time, then said abruptly, “I will cherish you very much.” The examples of  

Hank and Cherry, Miles Jessie, and Clouds Alice are all telling her how rare and lucky it is for her and Pres

ton to maintain such a state and relationship…  

Preston felt warm in his heart, chuckled, and hugged her tighter, “I will cherish you too.”  

-The next day.  

When Hedy, Preston, and Faye were having breakfast, Alice went downstairs with her obviously swollen 

eyes, holding a bag in her hand,  

“Master, I have a patient looking for me, I have to go to the hospital.”  

“No Can you take a break?” Hedy frowned, not wanting Alice to be so tired in this situation.  

“The other party is the old man. I heard that I am not bad in heart surgery. He wants me to diagnose it m

yself.” Alice said helplessly.  

If it was someone else, she might not necessarily go.  

But the other party is a member of a first–

class family, and in the circle, he can’t look up and look down, so it’s not good not to go.  

“Understood, let’s go.”  



Faye packed the sandwiches and a carton of 

milk, and handed them to Alice, with a soft voice, “Alice, eat on the way.”  

“Thanks, thank you, I’m just hungry.” Alice was flattered.  

After she left, Hedy asked Preston, “Is Elvis‘ grandpa sick?”  

Preston, “Just to check, the old man is getting old, she is worried. I heard that your apprentice is good at 

medicine, so I took the old man to look for it.”  

Faye put down the spoon, His eyes flashed. One is  

the eldest son of Mona’s family whose fiancée ran away. One is Alice whose fiancé cheated on her.  

Not only did these two make the news headlines on the same day, but they also had to meet in the hosp

ital next time….. It was quite a fate.  

Charity Hospital.  

Alice glanced at herself in the front camera of the mobile phone, and there 

was a messy person inside, so she asked her to take 

out the cosmetics and simply touch up, fearing that it would be too embarrassing to wait.  

Cardiology upstairs.  

Elvis squeezed the space between his eyebrows, “Grandpa, let’s come. again next time. Dr. probably wo

n’t be here today.” It was only when  

he got here that he learned from the doctors and nurses that Alice’s fiancé was 

cheating on her and that she even had an affair with him. The news 

that made the headlines of the newspaper that same day.  

After something like this happened, Alice should not be interested in  

working.  

“I won’t use it next time, I’m in good health!” The old man glared at  

him,  

“If you can get married earlier and hug my great–grandson, I can do better!”  

Elvis,  

The old man, “Preston is as old as you, We’ve been engaged for a long time.”  

Elvis, “…”  

The old man, “Hurry up and find another fiancee, don’t wait for Preston to have children, you’re still a b

achelor!”  

Elvis, “…”  

He felt tormented.  



“Sorry, I’m late.” Alice pushed open the office door. She was wearing a doctor’s white coat. The makeup 

on her face was so simple that her eyes were a little swollen.  

Elvis‘ mirror flashed white.  

It seemed that she had been crying sadly for a long time.  

Grandpa, Mr. Du, hello.” Alice opened the old man’s medical records, “Is there any discomfort recently, 

old man?”  

“There is nothing uncomfortable, just a little…” The old man explained his situation.  

Alice listened patiently, analyzed the situation from a professional perspective, and opened an order for 

Elvis to take the old man to the filming.  

Elvis nodded, before the person moved, the door was pushed open first,  

11  

Alice, are you in?”  

The person who came was the scumbag Clouds  

Chapter 329 The best Dana in the field of heart surgery in USA  

came with the scumbag Clouds, and Alice ‘s younger sister, Franco.  

Clouds wore an expensive suit, looking elegant and elegant.  

Franco was wearing a new summer dress designed by a well–

known overseas designer, looking like a bird.  

Seeing Alice sitting in the office, Clouds asked displeasedly, “Why can’t I get through when I call you? Do 

you know that Franco and I are very worried about you?”  

Pain appeared, but she quickly suppressed the pain, and said lightly,  

“The number is blocked, so I can’t get through.”  

Clouds looked in disbelief, “You blocked me?”  

Alice?  

Franco took a step forward, with a slightly angry tone, “Sister, how can you block him!” “If I don’t black b

lock the trash man who cheated on me, will he offer incense in the temple?” Alice asked with a sneer.  

Alice, don’t speak so harshly, Franco and I really love each other.” Clouds darkened.  

As he spoke, he held Franco ‘s hand.  

Alice looked away with 

a calm voice, “No matter how much you love each other, you can’t hide the fact that you went to a hotel

 with my own sister to have a room with me while you were engaged to me. This  

is called cheating in the dictionary.” “Sister, I  



and he didn’t mean to hide it from you, we just couldn’t find a suitable opportunity to confess to you.” F

ranco bit his lower lip, tears rolling in his eyes,  

“Just scold me, don’t scold he.”  

“No, Don’t scold Franco, come to me if you have any dissatisfaction.” Clouds took a step forward and sto

od in front of Franco .  

This loving appearance enveloped Alice like a sea of sea water, making her extremely 

suffocated, looking out the window and not knowing how to resist.  

“It’s working time now.” Elvis raised his hand and glanced at his watch, and said lightly,  

“Second Young Master and Second Alice, can you be a little more polite and leave the office?”  

Clouds and Franco noticed that the office There are others.  

And they are all from first–

class families, the old man, and Elvis Du, who is not very favored and has just returned from abroad.  

The expressions of the two were immediately embarrassed.  

They also know that cheating on their sister/fiancée is not a pleasant thing to do.  

Master, Elvis, why are you here?” Clouds asked awkwardly.  

“See a doctor.” The old man drooped his face and didn’t want to pay too much 

attention, his cloudy eyes were full of contempt.  

He looked down on this couple of dogs and men.  

“Then, let’s not bother, Franco, let’s go, Alice, we’ll talk after you get off work.” Clouds and Franco left.  

Feeling saved,  

Alice breathed out, “Thank you.” “You’re welcome.” Elvis took out a blue men’s handkerchief and hande

d it to her, “You’re crying.”  

Alice was stunned for a moment, touched her face, and she was indeed crying.  

“Thank you.” She took the handkerchief, accepting the kindness and not embarrassing Elvis.  

When she came back to her senses, the owner of the handkerchief had already left the 

office with Grandpa with the list.  

“Shame.” Alice patted her forehead.  

The arrival of the dogs and men not only embarrass them, but also embarrass themselves, being double

–betrayed by the man and the younger sister.  

“It’s all here, let’s go see how the other patients are recovering.” Alice thought for 

a while and put the handkerchief in the drawer.  

As soon as he went out, Franco was standing by the door.  



“Big sister is so clever, she found a man to help you out so quickly.” Franco smiled lightly, but the smile d

idn’t reach his eyes.  

“What does it matter to you whether I find a man or not?” Alice didn’t bother to explain,  

“Compared to your cheating, I’m at least aboveboard… Speaking of it, you’re too careless, and now ever

yone knows how much you have Disgusting.”  

Franco’s expression changed, and he sarcastically refused to admit  

defeat, “What’s the use of being 

upright, that Young Master is an abandoned son of Mona’s family, with no power or power, unlike him 

who is about to take over the family.  

Unfortunately, I am the heir of Alice’s family.” Alice shrugged.  

Alice’s family has only tyvo daughters. What  

Franco wanted most was to be the heir to  

Alice’s family. It’s not that the parents didn’t want 

to give the inheritance right to Franco, whom they love the most. Unfortunately, Franco ‘s medical skills 

are not as good as their own, and he can’t convince the board of directors.  

Franco was out of breath when he poked the pain point .  

Soon, she said with a relieved smile, “Sister, do you know who I worship as a teacher? It is Professor, a gi

ant in the field of heart surgery in the United States that you admired the most. If you think he is the old 

man who takes me, I will  

use How long has it been longer than you?”  

60 years old, is the best heart surgeon in the USA, and his “style” surgery is well–known in 

the United States and internationally.  

Now working as a professor in the “Hospital“, it is only five bus stops away from “Hospital“.  

“Why do you want to grab everything?” Alice clenched her fists.  

“I take what I deserve, how can it be called ‘grabbing“? Goodbye~” Franco waved cutely and said goodb

ye, and after taking two steps, she turned her head,  

“Oh, yes, the engagement banquet with he next month, sister Will it come? I really, really, really want m

y sister’s blessing.”  

Alice clenched her teeth, her chest heaving violently with anger.  

“It seems that the position of Ms.’s heir is in danger.” Elvis came out from behind, holding the film that 

was just shot in his hand.  

Alice turns around.  



Elvis pushed the glasses on the bridge of his nose, and with this simple action, he brought out an extraor

dinary temperament,  

“I can help Alice hold this position.”  

“How?” Alice asked casually, without hope.  

“Marry me.” Elvis spoke clearly.  

“?” Alice thought that she might have to register with the ENT department.  

Elvis explained slowly, “If I remember correctly, the shares given to the children by Alice’s family can onl

y be officially obtained after the children get married.  

As the heir, you have a lot of shares. Once the shares are in hand, your sister will use many methods. ”  

Young Master seems to have misunderstood Alice’s family.” Alice said politely,  

“I didn’t mean to offend Young Master, but the marriage partners of Alice’s family ‘s children need to be 

approved by the board of directors.  

Her marriage partner must be either rich or noble, the upper class of  

the upper class, in order to be in the eyes of the board of directors.  

And Elvis is the abandoned son of Mona’s family, and the board of directors can’t agree to their marriag

e anyway.  

“Ms. misunderstood me. Let me re–introduce myself.” Elvis stretched out his hand and said calmly,  

Elvis, the heir of Mona’s family, will officially assume the post of chairman of the Du Group in three days.

”  

Alice’s pupils narrowed slightly.  

She doesn’t know about  

Mona’s family. It’s just that Elvis doesn’t seem to be lying, and there is no need to lie.  

“I didn’t expect Young Master to be different today.” Alice thought for a moment, and asked him, “Why 

did Young Master choose me?”  

Mona’s family, his family, Alice’s family, Richard’s family, although they are all first–class families.  

But in first–class families, there are also those who are strong and who  

are weak.  

Mona’s family is the strongest.  

Mona’s family is approximately equal to two families, three Alice’s families, and ten Richard’s families.  

If Elvis takes over the Du Group immediately, then he, who is not very good–looking and 

has a bad personality, is not a good match for him.  



He has more and better options.  

Elvis pondered for a moment, and replied, “My fiancée just ran away, and the 

elders urged the marriage again. You are a leader among the young generation in the heart surgery field,

 and it is very honorable to marry you.” Alice  

froze.  

He said that marrying her was very honorable.  

Because she is a leader among the younger generation in the field of cardiac surgery.  

He approves of her.  

Chapter 330 Joe Du received the certificate, Childe King envied  

Alice and agreed to Elvis ‘s suggestion.  

She has just experienced a failed relationship, she is twenty–

seven years old this year, she is no longer young, no longer innocent, and she does not want to 

try another romantic relationship with no result.  

Just getting married is fine.  

She needs his help to keep the position of the heir, and he needs her to stop the outside world and the e

lders‘ mouths. It is very fair for each to get what he needs.  

“Let’s exchange contact information.” Elvis took out his phone.  

“Huh? Huh.” Alice also took out her mobile phone, her movements were a little sluggish, and her thinkin

g still couldn’t keep up.  

“Is it OK to get the certificate today? The Civil Affairs Bureau is already at work.” Elvis 

glanced at his watch again.  

so fast?  

Sure enough, he was a decisive person in the mall.  

Alice nodded while feeling emotional, “But I want to see the patient’s condition and the old man ‘s film f

irst.”  

What a dedicated and good doctor.  

Elvis–chuckled, and handed the grandfather’s film to Alice,.“You  

should call him ‘grandpa‘ instead.”  

Alice almost bit her own tongue, she skimmed over the topic, picked up the old man ‘s film, panicked in 

her eyes, Become a doctor’s unique calmness,  

“At present, old… grandpa’s heart is fine, just pay attention to diet and rest.”  



“Dr.!” The nurse ran over with an anxious expression, “The patient on the 7th 

bed said that he It’s hard.”  

Alice’s eyes changed, she put down the filim, and before she had time to say hello to Elvis, she quickly w

alked past him to the ward where bed No. 7 was located.  

Fortunately, the patient in bed No. 7 is fine, just change some anti- inflammatory drugs.  

After seeing the patient in bed 7, Alice checks the rest of the patients one by one.  

Halfway through, the patient on bed 11 suddenly cried out in pain and vomited a mouthful of blood. The

 equipment monitoring her physical condition followed the alarm, and then the patient fainted.  

“Dr.!” The nurse exclaimed,  

Alice ran over quickly, and after checking the situation, her tone sank, “Ready for surgery!”  

“Hands, surgery? Dr. Chen’s surgery hasn’t finished yet…” The nurse said that because Alice said last nig

ht that she would ask for leave today, and today’s surgeon is Dr. Chen.  

“I’ll do it, hurry up!” Alice just wanted to save this life!  

“Yes… yes!”  

Alice was disinfected and entered the operating room. The operation lasted five hours,  

The operation went well, and she successfully snatched the patient back from death.  

After leaving the operating room, Alice returned to the office. After finishing her work, she frowned, feel

ing as if she had forgotten something.  

She went to get the memo on the table, but her legs gave way and she fell to the side.  

She felt uncomfortable last night and didn’t eat anything. She only ate a sandwich and drank a carton of 

milk in the morning, followed by a five–hour operation. She couldn’t hold on physically.  

“Be careful.” Elvis reached out and fished Dr. Joe into his arms.  

Alice turned her head, and only then remembered what she forgot – she forgot 

to go to the Civil Affairs Bureau with Young Master to get a certificate!  

And this action is too ambiguous!  

She could even feel the temperature from his palm!  

Like an electric shock, Alice pushed away Elvis ‘s hand and came out of Elvis‘ arms, apologizing, “Sorry, I 

had a temporary operation, you… have been waiting here for me?”  

Elvis put down his hand, Susan frowned, “The company is fine.”  

Alice nodded.  

The implication is that he waited for her in the office for five hours because the company was fine.  

“It’s already two o’clock, have you eaten yet?”  



“No.”  

“Then I’ll treat you to lunch.”  

“It’s better to be respectful.”  

Alice changed the doctor’s white coat and took Elvis to the place she used to eat Restaurant for dinner.  

On the way here, Alice swore secretly in her heart that she had to show the demeanor of a first–

class family heir and stop being so embarrassing and embarrassing.  

But when the food was served and the aroma wafted into her nose, she couldn’t think about anything.  

She just wants to eat!  

She is starving to death!  

The chief surgeon really needs physical nutrition!  

Alice sweeps away in a storm, and Elvis, who is opposite, holds a fork in the air with his hand frozen in m

id–air, his eyes slightly surprised.  

Thinking of what happened to her, the surprise in his eyes turned into appreciation, and by the way, he 

put the drink within easy reach of her.  

“Thank…thank you.” Alice was indeed a little choked, took the drink and drank it up, and by the way, her

 eyes saw Elvis who was moving gracefully and obviously not in the same style as her.  

Alice, “…”  

It’s lost again!  

She put down the glass gracefully, sat up straight elegantly, and gracefully opened her mouth to remedy

, “This store has a history of c more than a hundred years, and the founder was  

Pfft.” Elvis couldn’t hold back.  

Alice shut up slowly.  

” ”  

“Hey, Miss Joe continue.” Elvis picked up the sake and took a sip.  

Alice nodded, “The founder’s grandfather used to be the imperial cook in the palace, and he was best at-

”  

The more serious she was, the more funny Elvis found it, and the upward curve of the corner of his mout

h became wider and wider.  

She scowled, “Is it funny?“”  

“No.”  

“You’ve been laughing, you haven’t stopped!”  



“Really?” Elvis wiped his lips gracefully.  

Alice Buddha.  

She doesn’t want to save her image either, so let’s do whatever she likes, the most important thing is to 

fill her stomach.  

Doctors and nurses will be in a hurry to eat, because patients will not get sick just because it is time to e

at or rest.  

Many doctors and nurses on duty are often called out to save lives after only a few mouthfuls of food.  

“Sorry, I’m not laughing at you, I just think you’re kind of cute.” Elvis explained why he was laughing.  

Alice rolled her eyes in front of  

Elvis. cute?  

I’m afraid I can’t just find a word to fool her.  

She didn’t even bother to argue.  

“Do you still need the certificate?” She asked indifferently while grilling rice.  

“Collar.” Elvis’s mirror flashed.  

“Okay.” Alice filled her stomach, went home to get the household registration book, and got the certifica

te with  

Elvis. The moment she got the certificate, Alice felt an indescribable  

pain in her heart.  

She had thought that she would definitely get a certificate with Clouds.  

Now it seems that I am really too ridiculous.  

“Lend me the ID card.” Alice took two ID cards and took a photo.  

Elvis didn’t care, he only thought that girls like to take pictures to commemorate.  

Unexpectedly, Alice sent Hedy backhand.  

[ Alice ], Master, I am married [picture].  

[Hedy],?  

[Alice ], The plastic husband’s name is Elvis, the eldest of  

Mona’s family. [Hedy],??  

た  

[ Alice ], His fiancée ran away, and the elders urged him to get  

married, and I needed to get married to get shares in Alice’s family, so we hit it off right away.  



Hedy put down the phone, looked at the handsome man opposite, and said in a complicated tone, “My 

apprentice married your friend  

Elvis.” Preston didn’t know what happened either.  

He took out his mobile phone, clicked on Elvis‘ private social account, and planned to ask about the situa

tion.  

Elvis automatically pops up the newly updated circle of friends.  

[ Elvis ], Married.  

The accompanying picture is two marriage certificates from another angle. Both  

Kelly and Hera posted a string of question marks below.  

Preston,  

Something blinded me.  

It’s jealousy.  

 


